
O I L-C H E C K  G R A D E

For more information, prices and technical support please visit our website at www.artego.ro
E-mail us at export@artego.ro
Phone: +40 253 226 160
Fax: +40 253 226 160

OIL-CHECK conveyor belts with multiply fabrics are available with both cut and moulded edges.
BELT EDGES

Oil and fat can impact on the performance and life expectancy of a conveyor belt because it penetrates the rubber causing 
it to in�ate and deform, which may cause serious operational problems. Oil and fat resistance can be divided into two 
categories – mineral oils and vegetable & animal oils and fats. Mineral oils are the most aggressive and demand a 
particularly high level of protection. OIL-CHECK conveyor belts are featured in three cover grades: MOR, G and ROS. 
The �rst o�ers medium protection against oils while the extremely succesful ROS grade protects the conveyor belt against 
agressive mineral oils.The carcass is made of polyamide / polyester (EP), polyester/polyester (EE).

Medium oil resistant conveyor belt. Works in 
temperatures from -30 to 70˚C.

*The base polymers in the table refer to the covers of the conveyor belt only.
For further details on how to make the carcass oil resistant please write to us at export@artego.ro and
one of our specialists will provide you with the necessary answers.

*) refers to testing method which involves exposure for 70 hours at 100˚C
**) refers to testing method which involves exposure for 70 hours at 70˚C

Good oil resistant conveyor belt. Works in 
temperatures from -30 to 80˚C.

Excellent mineral oil and fat resistant conveyor
belt for extreme working conditions.Works in 
temperatures from -30 to100˚C.
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Base*
polymer

NBR/SBR

NBR/SBR

NBR

Technical features
Application area

             ±15**)              ±50**)

             ±10*)              ±50*)

             ±10*)              ±20**)

COVER GRADE OPTIONS

RESISTANCE TO OILS IN STANDARD TESTS
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ASTM#1 OIL ∆V, max, (%)GRADE
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ASTM#3 OIL ∆V, max, (%)

∆V refers to the volume variation


